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Four Lessons
1) How could I do anything without knowing 
everything that had already been done? […]  
pick up what I needed to know as I went along. 
It was sink or swim. […] But I did learn one big 
thing: that no one knows everything, and you 
don’t have to. 

2) While you are swimming and not sinking you 
should aim for rough water. […] My advice is to 
go for the messes — that’s where the action is. 

Scientist: Four golden lessons
Steven Weinberg, Nature 426, 389 (27 November 2003) 



Four Lessons
3) Forgive yourself for wasting time. […] in the 
real world, it’s very hard to know which 
problems are important, and you never know 
whether at a given moment in history a 
problem is solvable [...] get used […] to being 
becalmed on the ocean of scientific knowledge.

4) Learn something about the history of 
science […] As a scientist, you're probably not 
going to get rich. […] But you can get great 
satisfaction by recognizing that your work in 
science is a part of history.

Scientist: Four golden lessons
Steven Weinberg, Nature 426, 389 (27 November 2003) 



The SM

→ M. Schmaltz lecture
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rinos. The idea of the Dirac neutrino works in the sense that
we can generate neutrino masses via the Higgs mechanism
(figure 2b). However, it also suggests that neutrinos should have
similar masses to the other particles in the Standard Model. To
avoid this problem, we have to make the strength of neutrino
interactions with the Higgs boson at least 1012 times weaker
than that of the top quark. Few physicists accept such a tiny
number as a fundamental constant of nature.

An alternative way to make right-handed neutrinos ex-
tremely weakly interacting was proposed in 1998 by Nima
Arkani-Hamed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Savas Dimopoulous of Stanford University, Gia Dvali of the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste and
John March-Russell of CERN. They exploited an idea from
superstring theory in which the three dimensions of space
with which we are familiar are embedded in 10- or 11-dimen-
sional space–time. Like us, all the particles of the Standard
Model – electrons, quarks, left-handed neutrinos, the Higgs
boson and so on – are stuck on a three-dimensional “sheet”
called a three-brane.

One special property of right-handed neutrinos is that they
do not feel the electromagnetic force, or the strong and weak
forces. Arkani-Hamed and collaborators argued that right-
handed neutrinos are not trapped on the three-brane in the
same way that we are, rather they can move in the extra
dimensions. This mechanism explains why we have never
observed a right-handed neutrino and why their interactions
with other particles in the Standard Model are extremely
weak. The upshot of this approach is that neutrino masses
can be very small.

The second way to extend the Standard Model involves
particles that are called Majorana neutrinos. One advantage
of this approach is that we no longer have to invoke right-
handed neutrinos with extremely weak interactions. How-
ever, we do have to give up the fundamental distinction
between matter and antimatter. Although this sounds bizarre,
neutrinos and antineutrinos can be identical because they
have no electric charge.

Massive neutrinos sit naturally within this framework.
Recall the observer travelling at the speed of light who over-
takes a left-handed neutrino and sees a right-handed neut-
rino. Earlier we argued that the absence of right-handed
neutrinos means that neutrinos are massless. But if neutrinos
and antineutrinos are the same particle, then we can argue
that the observer really sees a right-handed antineutrino and
that the massive-neutrino hypothesis is therefore sound.

So how is neutrino mass generated? In this scheme, it is
possible for right-handed neutrinos to have a mass of their
own without relying on the Higgs boson. Unlike other quarks
and leptons, the mass of the right-handed neutrino, M, is not
tied to the mass scale of the Higgs boson. Rather, it can be
much heavier than other particles.

When a left-handed neutrino collides with the Higgs boson,
it acquires a mass, m, which is comparable to the mass of
other quarks and leptons. At the same time it transforms into
a right-handed neutrino, which is much heavier than energy
conservation would normally allow (figure 2c). However, the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle allows this state to exist for a
short time interval, !t, given by !t ~ h!/Mc2, after which the
particle transforms back into a left-handed neutrino with
mass m by colliding with the Higgs boson again. Put simply,
we can think of the neutrino as having an average mass of
m2/M over time.

This so-called seesaw mechanism can naturally give rise to
light neutrinos with normal-strength interactions. Normally
we would worry that neutrinos with a mass, m, that is similar
to the masses of quarks and leptons would be too heavy. How-
ever, we can still obtain light neutrinos if M is much larger
than the typical masses of quarks and leptons. Right-handed
neutrinos must therefore be very heavy, as predicted by grand-
unified theories that aim to combine electromagnetism with
the strong and weak interactions.

Current experiments suggest that these forces were unified
when the universe was about 10–32 m across. Due to the un-
certainty principle, the particles that were produced in such
small confines had a high momentum and thus a large mass.
It turns out that the distance scale of unification gives right-
handed neutrinos sufficient mass to produce light neutrinos
via the seesaw mechanism. In this way, the light neutrinos that
we observe in experiments can therefore probe new physics at
extremely short distances. Among the physics that neutrinos
could put on a firm footing is the theory of supersymmetry,
which theorists believe is needed to make unification happen
and to make the Higgs mechanism consistent down to such
short distance scales.

Why do we exist?
Abandoning the fundamental distinction between matter and
antimatter means that the two states can convert to each
other. It may also solve one of the biggest mysteries of our uni-
verse: where has all the antimatter gone? After the Big Bang,
the universe was filled with equal amounts of matter and anti-
matter, which annihilated as the universe cooled. However,
roughly one in every 10 billion particles of matter survived
and went on to create stars, galaxies and life on Earth. What
created this tiny excess of matter over antimatter so that we
can exist?

With Majorana neutrinos it is possible to explain what
caused the excess matter. The hot Big Bang produced heavy
right-handed neutrinos that eventually decayed into their
lighter left-handed counterparts. As the universe cooled, there
was insufficient energy to produce further massive neutrinos.
Being an antiparticle in its own right, these Majorana neut-
rinos decayed into left-handed neutrinos or right-handed
antineutrinos together with Higgs bosons, which underwent
further decays into heavy quarks. Even slight differences in the
probabilities of the decays into matter and antimatter would
have left the universe with an excess of matter.

3 Fermions weigh in
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fermion masses

A comparison of the masses of all the fundamental fermions, particles with
spin h!/2. Other than the neutrino, the lightest fermion is the electron, with a
mass of 0.5 MeV c–2. Neutrino-oscillation experiments do not measure the
mass of neutrinos directly, rather the mass difference between the different
types of neutrino. But by assuming that neutrino masses are similar to this
mass difference, we can place upper limits on the mass of a few hundred
millielectron-volts.
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What can we expect to discover?
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Quark and Lepton 
mass hierarchy



Masses on a Log-scale



SM quark masses: mostly small & hierarchical. 
Origin of this structure?

Compare to:   gs ~1,  g ~ 0.6,  g’ ~ 0.3,  λHiggs ~ 1

YU ⇥

�

⇤
10�5 �0.002 0.007 + 0.004i
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Analog to mysterious spectral lines before QM

Explained by Bohr

Is there an analogue to the Bohr atom, we might 
discover at the LHC?
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Flavor dynamics @ 
LHC ?

Possible, but … 

1) Lack of scale

2) Very strong constraints from flavor physics: 
Generic flavor dynamics >> 100 TeV

L
flavor

= [Y U ]ij Q̄iHcuj + . . .

dim            0 +   3/2+1+3/2 = 4

TeV? 103 TeV? 1016 GeV?

→ D. Straub lecture
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Weisskopf Phys. Rev.56 (1939) 72
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Weisskopf, Phys. Rev. 56 (1939) 72
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On the Self-Energy and the Electromagnetic Field of the Electron
V. F. WEISSKOPF .

University of Rochester, Rochester, ¹mYork
(Received April 12, 1939)

The charge distribution, the electromagnetic field and
the self-energy of an electron are investigated. It is found
that;, as a result of Dirac's positron theory, the charge and
the magnetic dipole of the electron are extended over a
finite region„' the contributions of the spin and of the
fluctuations of the radiation field to the self-energy are
analyzed, and the reasons that the self-energy is only

logarithmically infinite in positron theory are given. It is
proved that the latter result holds to every approximation
in an expansion of the self-energy in powers of e'/hc. The
self-energy of charged particles obeying Bose statistics is
found to be quadratically divergent. Some evidence is
given that the "critical length" of positron theory is as
small as h/(mc) exp (—hc/e').

I. INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS OF
RESULTS

~ 'HE self-energy of the electron is its total
energy in free space when isolated from

other particles or light quanta. It is given by the
expression

W= T+ (l./87t) ~"(H'+8')dr.

Here T is the kinetic energy of the electron; II
and E are the magnetic and electric field
strengths. In classical electrodynamics the self-
energy of an electron of radius e at rest and
without spin is given by W mc'+e'/a and con-
sists solely of the energy of the rest mass and of
its electrostatic field. This expression diverges
linearly for an infinitely small radius. If the
electron is in motion, other terms appear repre-
senting the energy produced by the magnetic
field of the moving electron. These terms, of
course, can be obtained by a Lorentz transforma-
tion of the former expression.
The quantum theory of the electron has put

the problem of the self-energy in a critical state.
There are three reasons for this:
(a) Quantum kinematics shows that the radius

of the electron must be assumed to be zero. It is
easily proved that the product of the charge
densities at two different points, p(r —(/2)
Xp(r+(/2), is a delta-function e'8($). In other
words: if one electron alone is present, the
probability of finding a charge density simultane-
ously at two different points is zero for every.
finite distance between the points. Thus the
energy of the electrostatic field is infinite as

W,&——lim~, D~e'/a.

72

(b) The quantum theory of the relativistic
electron attributes a magnetic moment to the
electron, so that an electron at rest is surrounded
by a magnetic held. The energy

U „=(1/8~) tH'dr

of this field is computed in Section III and the
result is

U „=e'h'/(6s. m'c'a').
This corresponds to the field energy of a magnetic
dipole of the moment eh/2mc which is spread
over a volume of the dimensions a. The spin,
however, does not only produce a magnetic field,
it also gives rise to an alternating electric field.
The closer analysis of the Dirac wave equation
has shown' that the magnetic moment of the spin
is produced by an irregular circular Auctuation
movement (Zitterbewegung) of the electron
which is superimposed to the translatory motion.
The instantaneous value of the velocity is always
found to be c. It must be expected that this mo-
tion will also create an alternating electric field.
The existence of this field is demonstrated in
Section III by the computation of the expression

U, i——(I/Ss) t Z, 'dr.

There Z, is the solenoidal part (div. Z, =0) of the
electric field strength created by the electron.
The fact that the above expression does not
vanish for an electron at rest proves the existence
i E. Schroedinger, Berl. Ber. 1930, 418 (1930),



Electro-weak scale unstable

Quantum fluctuations
destabilize weak scale

E(2)
n =

X

m6=n
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E0
n � E0

m

sum over all
available states

Sensitive to highest scale      ⇤



A light Higgs is unnatural
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A light Higgs is unnatural

No tuning: 

V (h) = ✏⇤2h2 + �h4

hhi = 0

hhi = ⇤

✏ = ± O(1)

hhi = 0

hhi = ⇤

⇤ � mW

Needs tuning or 
new physics close by

p
✏ ⇠ mW /⇤

⇠ MW /MPlanck ⇠ 80.4/1019 ⇡ 0.00000000000000001



New physics in EW sector

Ch!"o#e Grojean Beyond the Higgs To!no, January‘08

few TeV only! !

high potential for direct detection at LHC, ILC !!!
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Different to flavor (Mflavor >>103 TeV), 
the Higgs constrains only ~ few TeV

New dynamics possible and required, promising for
 LHC!  



Overview

1.  Motivation for new physics at the TeV scale

2.  Supersymmetry

3.  Composite/Little Higgs

4.  Alternatives (if time allows)



Motivation



Dark matter? 
Dark Energy? 
Origin of quark mass and mixing hierarchies?  
Strong CP? 
EW strong coupling/unitarity problem?
Matter-Antimatter asymmetry? 
Neutrino masses? 
Inflation? 
Quantum instability of Higgs mass?
Charge quantization (GUT?)? 
Quantum Gravity? 
… ✓



Why expect new 
physics at the LHC?



Dark matter? Weakly interacting massive particle
(WIMP) works, but also mDM =10-15 or 1012 GeV     
Dark Energy? 
Origin of quark mass and mixing hierarchies?  
Strong CP? 
EW strong coupling/unitarity problem
Matter-Antimatter asymmetry?  100 GeV? 1013 GeV ?
Neutrino masses?   1013 GeV ? 100 GeV?     
Inflation? 
Quantum instability of the Higgs mass   
Charge quantization (GUT?)? 
Quantum Gravity?  TeV or MPlanck … 
… 
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SM without the Higgs

⇤ ⇡ 4⇡v ⇡ 3TeV
Energy

Effective Standard Model
What effective theory describes our present

understanding of strong/electroweak physics?

Not the standard model! We haven’t found the Higgs...

Le� = LSM(h0, Aµ, W
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Adding SM-like Higgs
SM works up to ⇤ � LHC
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Adding SM-like Higgs
What if the coupling is not exactly like in the SM?

⇤ ⇡ 4⇡v �! 4⇡vp
1� a2



⇤ ⇡ 4⇡v �! 4⇡vp
1� a2

Even if we measure          ,  no guarantee for new 
physics in reach of LHC. 

a < 1

Example: composite pseudo-Goldstone Higgs:  

a =
q
1� (v/f)2 ⇡ 0.8 . . . 0.9

⇤ > 6 . . . 8TeV



Stability and meta-stability
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Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi, Petronzio, '79; 
Hung '79; Lindner 86; Sher '89; … 
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Quantum fluctuations change potential
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At large field values:

Veff

|ϕ|

Stability and metastability bounds

Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi, Petronzio, '79; 

Hung '79; Lindner 86; Sher '89; ....

A too-light m
h
 could imply an 

unstable Higgs potential → need for NP

Veff( |ϕ| ≫ v )   ≈ λ(|ϕ|) × |ϕ|4    +  O(v2|ϕ|2) 

 λ(v)  ∝   

 yt(v) ∝

mh
2

v2
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v

A completely independent (and unambiguous) indication for NP could have been 

obtained by the high-energy behavior of the Higgs potential:

yt yt

yt yt

decreasing λ

at large energies 

G. Isidori –  Interpreting the “Higgs-mass oracle”            SUSY 2013, ICTP-Trieste, August 2013
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  mt = 173.2 ± 0.9 GeV 

Message n.2: For mh  ≈ 125-126 GeV and the present central value of  mtop,     

the SM vacuum is unstable but sufficiently long-lived, compared to the age of 
the Universe 

Elias-Miro et al. '12
Degrassi et al. '12
Buttazzo et al. '12

Stability and metastability bounds
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G. Isidori –  Interpreting the “Higgs-mass oracle”            SUSY 2013, ICTP-Trieste, August 2013

RGE scale 
in GeVN.B.: we cannot 

trust the estimate 
of the tunneling 
rate too close 
to MPl

Elias-Miro et al. '12 
Degrassi et al. '12 
Buttazzo et al. '12

SM vacuum is unstable but sufficiently 
long-lived, compared to the age of  the Universe

(depends on mtop, mhiggs)

Planck
scale

Unlikely the full story,
assumes nothing but 
SM up to the Planck 
scale … 



So what should be our 
guiding principle?



Effective Field Theory
An approximate field theory which works up to 
a certain energy scale (  ), using only degrees of 
freedom with             .

Example: QED (      ), for E << MW

Is the SM an EFT? 

Yes! Breaks down latest at the gravity scale 

(details unknown).

e, �

⇤

m ⌧ ⇤



Principle: UV insensitivity

Naturalness : absence of special conspiracies 
between phenomena occurring at very different 
length scales.

Planets do not care 
about QED.

QED at E ~ me does not care 
about the Higgs.



Hierarchy problem
• Higgs mass sensitive to thresholds (GUT, gravity)

• Enormous quantum corrections 
exceed Higgs mass physical value, need to fine-
tune parameters

See e.g. G. Giudice: 1307.7879

O(highest scale)

x

bare

+

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.7879v2.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.7879v2.pdf


Hierarchy problem
• Higgs mass sensitive to thresholds (GUT, gravity)

• Enormous quantum corrections 
exceed Higgs mass physical value, need to fine-
tune parameters

See e.g. G. Giudice: 1307.7879

O(highest scale)Scalar (Higgs) mass in quantum 
theory

- Renormalization
mh2 (physical) = m02 + c Λ2 

- Counter term m02 can always be adjusted to give 
correct mh2 (physical).

γW,Z, higgstop

Figure 1: The most significant quadratically divergent contributions to the
Higgs mass in the Standard Model.
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2 " !(2 TeV)2

SU(2) gauge boson loops 9
64!2 g2!2 " (700 GeV)2

Higgs loop 1
16!2 !2!2 " (500 GeV)2.

The total Higgs mass-squared includes the sum of these loop contributions and
a tree-level mass-squared parameter.

To obtain a weak-scale expectation value for the Higgs without worse than
10% fine tuning, the top, gauge, and Higgs loops must be cut o" at scales
satisfying

!top
<
! 2 TeV !gauge

<
! 5 TeV !Higgs

<
! 10 TeV. (1)

We see that the Standard Model with a cut-o" near the maximum attainable
energy at the Tevatron (" 1 TeV) is natural, and we should not be surprised
that we have not observed any new physics. However, the Standard Model with
a cut-o" of order the LHC energy would be fine tuned, and so we should expect
to see new physics at the LHC.

More specifically, we expect new physics that cuts o" the divergent top
loop at or below 2 TeV. In a weakly coupled theory this implies that there are
new particles with masses at or below 2 TeV. These particles must couple to the
Higgs, giving rise to a new loop diagram that cancels the quadratically divergent
contribution from the top loop. For this cancellation to be natural, the new
particles must be related to the top quark by some symmetry, implying that the
new particles have similar quantum numbers to top quarks. Thus naturalness
arguments predict a new multiplet of colored particles with mass below 2 TeV,
particles that would be easily produced at the LHC. In supersymmetry these
new particles are of course the top squarks.

Similarly, the contributions from SU(2) gauge loops must be canceled by
new particles related to the Standard Model SU(2) gauge bosons by symmetry,
and the masses of these particles must be at or below 5 TeV for the cancellation
to be natural. Finally, the Higgs loop requires new particles related to the Higgs
itself at or below 10 TeV. Given the LHC’s 14 TeV center-of-mass energy, these
predictions are very exciting, and encourage us to explore di"erent possibilities
for what the new particles could be.
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Λ:  cut-off,  limit of validity of theory
scale at which new physics enters

Monday, August 6, 12

m2
h(physical) = m2

h(bare) +
X

i

ai⇤
2

+ +x

bare

+

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.7879v2.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.7879v2.pdf


• Does the photon quantum correction 
matter?

• How about the other quarks (u,d,c,s,b)? 
Why did I only consider the top?
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Naturalness
Not a question of “canceling UV divergences...”

Dependence of effective parameters on
(more) fundamental ones

LSM = �m2
HH†H + · · ·

invariant under all symmetries*H†H

*Except supersymmetry

⇒             scale of new physicsmH �

E.g. grand unification:
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• The hierarchy problem needs a ‘hierarchy 
of scales’. The SM alone (no gravity, nothing 
else): no hierarchy, no problem!



This is not an inconsistency of physics (can
always cancel bare vs. quantum) rather it helps
us understand where new physics might set in.

→ history lesson



Electron Mass
Ex1 : divergent energy of electric field

Another example: electron mass

- Linearly divergent. 

- Need new physics below Λ~ α-1 me 

!E Z

r=⇤�1

d3r ~E2 ' ↵⇤

Classically:

Monday, August 6, 12

vs. me

New physics expected
at 

⇤ ⇠ me/↵



New physics: the positron

- Extension of spacetime symmetry: 
Lorentz symmetry + quantum mechanics          
⇒ positron, doubling the spectrum! 

- Log divergence (very mild).

- Proportional to me .  

e!

e+
! e!

�me '
↵

⇡
me log

✓
⇤

me

◆

Monday, August 6, 12

Electron Mass
Ex1 : divergent energy of electric field

Z

r=⇤�1

d3r ~E2 ' ↵⇤

Classically:
Extend space-time symmetry, 
relativity + QM: predict positron

+positron

→ natural electron mass.



Ex2 Neutral-charged pion mass difference
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! ⇤ < 850MeV

Das et al ‘67
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‘New physics’: comes in at m⇢ = 770MeV

⇢, a1

Expect
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Using the above expression of ⇧LR, the integral appearing in the pion potential gives
Z 1

0

dQ2 ⇧LR(Q2) = f 2
⇡

m2
⇢m

2
a1

m2
a1 � m2

⇢

log

✓
m2

a1

m2
⇢

◆
. (87)

For any value of the masses, the above expression is always positive (reflecting the
positivity of ⇧LR in eq.(86)). This means that the pion potential is minimized for

h⇡1i = h⇡2i = 0 . (88)

In other words, the radiative corrections align the vacuum along the U(1)-preserving
direction, and the photon remains massless. It turns out that the positivity of the
integral (87) and the above conclusion on the alignment of the vacuum are much more
general that our approximate result. Witten [41] has shown that in a generic vector-like
confining gauge theory one has

⇧LR(Q2) � 0 for 0  Q2  1 , (89)

so that the radiative contribution from gauge fields always tends to align the vacuum
in the direction that preserves the gauge symmetry.

The e↵ect of the one-loop potential (78) is that of lifting the degeneracy of vacua
and give a (positive) mass to the charged pion, while leaving the neutral one massless.
Notice indeed that the potential vanishes in the vacuum (88), so that there is still
a flat direction along ⇡0. All the results derived above are valid in the chiral limit,
that is for vanishing quark masses. When the quark masses is turned on, both the
charged and neutral pion get a mass, as a consequence of the explicit breaking of the
chiral symmetry. The di↵erence of the charged and neutral pion mass, however, is
still dominantly accounted for by the electromagnetic correction that we have derived.
Thus, we can compare our prediction with the experimentally measured value and
check the accuracy of our approximations. From eqs.(78) and (87) one gets

m2
⇡± � m2

⇡0
' 3 ↵em

4⇡

m2
⇢m

2
a1

m2
a1 � m2

⇢

log

✓
m2

a1

m2
⇢

◆
. (90)

This result was first derived in 1967 by Das et al. using current algebra techniques [42].
Inserting the experimental values m⇢ = 770 MeV and ma1 = 1260 MeV into eq.(90) one
obtains the theoretical prediction

(m⇡± � m⇡0)|TH ' 5.8 MeV , (91)

to be compared with the experimentally measured value

(m⇡± � m⇡0)|EXP ' 4.6 MeV . (92)

Considering that corrections to the large-Nc approximation are expected to be of or-
der ⇠ 30%, we conclude that the agreement of our theoretical prediction with the
experimental value is fully satisfactory.
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‘New physics’: comes in at m⇢ = 770MeV
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Naturalness disaster
• We don’t understand the cosmological 

constant

S =
1

16⇡G

Z
d

4
x

p
�g (R� ⇤0)

CC = ⇤0 ⇡ (10�3 eV)4

�⇤0 ⇡ ⇤4 → new physics at               or
~ few mm !?!

10�3 eV



Next

Supersymmetry
(new space-time
symmetry)

Composite Higgs


